
China lesson observation - Maths 

No. 5 Primary School, Longquanyi District of Chengdu 

Maths, Grade 3 (8 year old), 42 children, 60 minutes 

Resources 

Video screen interactive via teacher consul, did not appear to be touch screen. Very high quality if 

image. KU>.com logo on screen. Black and white worksheets on desks for all children, not 

differentiated. 

Film used was outstanding, used a global setting (family in Germany had a travel problem involving 

measuring distance) - included a world map that zoomed in on Germany. 

Learning objective written in Chinese and English. As lesson progressed and different strategies for 

adding two or more numbers were identified, these were stuck to the board (they were prepared in 

advance on coloured card). 

 

Chanting is a regular learning reinforcement, eg 

 Observe the units/digits 

 Reorder the number 

 Calculate group by group 

 Sum up separate parts 

 



Whole class praise - rewarded good answers by applauding their peer when directed by teacher.  

To engage the children, they had to look under their desks for a hidden letter and the child who 

found it read it to the class. Presumably this introduced the problem. 

 

This first problem was real life, with international landmarks on the video and distances between 

shown in stages, something like 39 km to here, then 28 km to there, etc, how far altogether? Each 

time a problem was presented the children had a go on their worksheet where it was written.  

 

39+28+41+32= 

They solved this by adding each pair to get 67+73= 



Then they moved onto formal sums. 

256 + 298 = 

Used column addition as one of the five strategies covered,  positioning the carry over in the bottom 

row in the same way as we have introduced via Abacus. Each time a different strategy is modelled by 

a child, the whole class repeats the response. The computer consul modelled the strategy visually 

through the teacher consul, ie it was done at the click of a button. The same calculation was shown 

as horizontal addition with 2 taken from 256 and added to 298 to make 300, with 256 adjusted to 

254. The children then did several sums on their sheets, answere and strategies shared as a class. 

For the 'plenary' this sum was presented on the video screen:1+2+3+4.......96+97+98+99= 

The number bonds were modelled on screen once the children had a go. The teacher then revisited 

the four strategies covered in the lesson by pointing to each card displayed, the children efficiently 

passed their work up their row, stood, sorted their resources quickly and chanted their thank you to 

their teacher. 


